
 

 

 

[Headline : Eunhyuk blows up against Donghae inside the car.  
 
Close Relationship Donghae & Eunhyuk said during an interview that when both of them were 21 yrs old 
, they had a heated argument which left them a deep impression. 
 
Reporter Chen Yu are / Roundup] Korean overlord "SUPER JUNIOR" composed of members Eunhyuk 
& Donghae from sub-group "SUPER JUNIOR-D & E"come to Taiwan for concert, 2 days, singing & 
attract 1.2 million people and often come to taiwan . they showed fan service ,for "ELF" by doing sweet 
talks like saying baby", "wife" etc with each other on stage, to make "group" situation radiance, so that 
fans becomes crazy and enjoy themselves. 
 
 



This time they came to Taiwan to accept MTV "I love Idol" program visit, be "tacit big test" in the 
program, although more than 15 years of knowing each other , it seems like a relaxed and successful 
challenge, but he accidentally blurt out the big argument between Donghae & Eunhyuk still make both of 
them impressive, what exactly is going on? 
 
Donghae and Eunhyuk had know each other more than 15 years, although there are different 
personalities between both of them , but both of them has excellent understanding and deep feelings 
toward each other . 
 
Donghae and Eunhyuk are of the same age and are friends. , they practiced together since childhood 
until debut . Although one of them has an extroverted personality & the other is more open , they are 
still close to each other and are able to rely on looks & actions to know each other thoughts and inside 
asia , the fans know that Eunhae is a couple . 
 
Donghae said that his personality is more towards lost and lonely , regardless of good or bad issues , he 
will immediately speak out, but Eunhyuk is more the quiet personality, often put words in his heart 
personally , diametrically opposite of Donghae . when they were 21 yrs old one day an argument 
suddenly broke out. Donghae shared with Eunhyuk about daily things in the car but that day Eunhyuk 
mood was not really good , he did not really want to talk, but also was irrirated at Donghae who 
continue him asking questions, it's made Eunhyuk feel more tired, and told Donghae to tell someday later 
. Not that, it made Donghae angry further and he shouted at him "why do u treat me like this ? !!" 
After a year of that argument, Donghae and Eunhyuk relationship towards each other became close & 
they become each other's best partner. (From Twitter) 
 
Although both of them had already cleared this misunderstanding, but this is first and last quarrel that 
let two of them to have deep impression, and later after several years of training & running they had 
become a duo group , show great understandong with each other & and become stage partner.  
 
In another question, the title, Donghae most said words, Eunhyuk seems that he understands more of 
Donghae then himself and said that when Donghae didnt know how to answer questions or suddenly had 
interrupted thoughts on what to do , he will say a series of "uh ah" strange sounds . Eunhyuk also shown 
the scene imitation live which led everyone to laughed out loud and he let Donghae to continue "beating" 
him. which shows that they are really gsuper close brothers. 
 
Donghae and Eunhyuk understands each other and are the best partner on the stage.  
In addition to the above the exclusive content, Eunhyuk & Donghae will show their skills of play shooting 
machine too . The loser has to accept the ultimate big punishment. For more exciting content, please 
tune in every night from Monday to Friday, 7 pm : I love Idol ~ 
 

	  


